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The silver bullet
The Prata, or silver, banana is one of the
most talked-about new varieties to have
emerged in the fruit industry. FPJ visited
Brazil to find out why Cavendish might
finally have a serious rival
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“Prata has gained the market share it has

particular, while Cavendish took some 30-

and believes the fruit will find success. It

because of the quality of the fruit,” he
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“We have great expectations for Prata,” says
commercial director Vicente de

Others have offered up further reasons
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Paula, though he admits consumers may

work in coming up with new lines and ways

Brazil is in a unique position in that it is the

have to adjust their mindset and be

of presenting the product, including

only country that has serious commercial

educated that markings on the skin do not

banana candy and banana chips.

volumes of Prata available, making it

mean a poor-quality fruit. “The challenge
with Prata is that it might have more
brown markings on the skin and consumers
can be fussy.”

unsurprising that authorities are so keen to
De Paula believes these can be the perfect
healthy snack for children’s lunchboxes,
and there are also several projects in the
pipeline to manufacture banana sweets.

The processing market seems like a natural
home for the fruit, and Frutvale has been
doing some innovative

put the product on the world map. It still
faces its challenges in terms of shipping and
winning over a sceptical consumer
demanding visual perfection, but if the
many benefits of the fruit can be explained
then the landscape of the banana market
could be about to see a very significant
change.
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